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Dynamic Homogeneity by Architectural
Design – Bottlebrush Polymers
Christos Grigoriadis, Alper Nese, Krzysztof Matyjaszewski, Tadeusz Pakula,
Hans-Jürgen Butt, George Floudas*

The self-organization and dynamics of bottlebrush polymers consisting of poly(2-bromoisobutyryloxyethyl methacrylate) (PBiBEM) backbone and grafted n-butyl acrylate (PBA) chains
are studied as a function of the side-chain length by X-ray scattering, dielectric spectroscopy,
and rheology in relation to the respective homopolymers.
All short-range correlations are dominated by the PBA side
chains, whereas long-range correlations reﬂect the screening
of the backbones by the side chains. Such correlations show up
also in the segmental dynamics. The PBA segmental dynamics
are slowed-down, whereas the backbone dynamics are plasticized by the side chains. Overall the bottle-brush architecture
imparts dynamic homogeneity to the backbone and sidechain dynamics.

1. Introduction
Brush-like polymers consist of highly branched macromolecules where linear side chains are grafted to a backbone
polymer chain. Due to their appearance, these molecules
are known as cylindrical brush polymers or molecular
bottlebrushes.[1–4] Their global conformation and physical
properties are controlled by steric repulsion of the grafted
side chains. Both conformation and properties can be controlled, at the synthesis level, by adjusting the grafting
density and length of side chains. Molecules can switch
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their inherent conformation depending on external parameters such as temperature, solvent quality, pH, and ionic
strength. Moreover their inherent elasticity makes them
attractive for creating systems sensitive to external stimuli
(as sensors, actuators). Lastly, synthetic brush-like polymers
have their biological analogs, known as proteoglycans, that
is, polyelectrolyte macromolecules consisting of a protein
backbone and carbohydrate side chains.[2] The latter are
responsible for various functions including mucociliary
clearance of lung airways and mechanical performance of
articular cartilage. It is thought that their brush-like structure with densely packed side chains is largely responsible
for their functionality. Nowadays, molecular brushes can
be synthesized by grafting-onto, grafting-through, and
grafting-from methods. Most of the molecular brushes
have been prepared by atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) using the latter method.[5–7]
The availability of bottlebrush polymers initiated several experimental and theoretical studies on their global
conformation.[8–15] This issue, however, has been a point
of debate. The reason for this complication is the presence
of several length scales that include the contour length,
the persistence length, and the cross-sectional radius. In
any case, the equilibrium conformation results from the
interplay between the repulsive forces due to the steric
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crowding of the side chains and the entropic restoring
force of the backbone polymer. Recent Monte Carlo simulations under good solvent conditions revealed that the
classical deﬁnition of a persistence length is not valid
and that an effective persistence length can be deﬁned
instead by the cross-sectional diameter of the bottlebrush
polymer.[14,15]
Apart from the conformational properties much less
is known about the dynamics that are also affected by
the global and local organization. Mostly the thermomechanical properties of linear and covalently crosslinked
polymers have been investigated.[16–20] The viscoelastic
properties of linear bottlebrush polymers comprising
relatively short side chains attached to the polymer backbone were reminiscent to the behavior of the backbone
polymer without side chains but containing an equivalent concentration of a small-molecule diluent.[16] In the
case of the covalently crosslinked polymers, the emphasis
was on the low equilibrium shear modulus (of the order
of 1 kPa).[16,1] Again, this low modulus is more typical of a
network swollen by a diluent (i.e. the term super-soft elastomers). However, here the diluent cannot be leached providing with additional potential biological applications.
The inherent dynamics of bottlebrush polymers have
been much less investigated as they require separate
probing of the backbone and side-chain dynamics. NMR
and dielectric spectroscopy (DS)[21] are two techniques that
have the required molecular speciﬁcity (proton chemical
shift, dipole moment) that could probe the local molecular
mobility in these intrinsically “heterogeneous” polymers.
In a ﬁrst such investigation[22] of brushes composed from
a poly((2-(2-bromopropionyloxy)ethyl methacrylate-statmethyl methacrylate (MMA)) backbone grafted with butyl
acrylate (PBA) chains, by 1H NMR, signiﬁcant differences
were reported in the spin-spin relaxation times belonging
to the backbone and side-chains. The T2 relaxation times
for protons of MMA units in the backbone were signiﬁcantly reduced with increasing side chain length and
PBA grafting density. However, decoupling the molecular
mobility from difference in the chemical environment is
not an easy task by 1H NMR.
In the present study, we investigate the backbone and
side chain mobilities in bottlebrush polymers by dielectric
spectroscopy. We employ two systems based on poly(2bromoisobutyryloxyethyl methacrylate) (PBiBEM) backbone and PBA side chains with different degrees of polymerization. Before we proceed with the dynamics of the
molecular brushes, we ﬁrst investigate the homopolymer
dynamics. As expected by the disparity in the glass temperatures of the respective homopolymers, the PBA and
PBiBEM segmental dynamics vary by more than eight
orders of magnitude when compared at the same temperature. However, in the brushes, there is a plasticization of the backbone dynamics and a somewhat slower
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side-chain dynamics, that is, dynamic homogeneity
induced by architecture.

2. Experimental Section
2.1. Materials
2.1.1. Abbreviations
BA, n-butyl acrylate; EBiB, ethyl 2-bromoisobutyrate; dNbpy,
4,4′-di(5-nonyl)-2,2′-bipyridine;
PMDETA,
N,N,N′,N″,N″pentamethyldiethylenetriamine; PBiBEM, poly(2-bromoisobutyryloxyethyl methacrylate). The molecular structures of the two
homopolymers are depicted in Scheme 1.

2.1.2. Synthesis of PBA115
A 10 mL Schlenk ﬂask was charged with BA (6.68 g, 49.1 mmol),
EBiB (60 μL, 0.409 mmol), PMDETA (43 μL, 4.91 mmol), and anisole (1.7 mL). The reaction mixture was degassed by two freezepump-thaw cycles. During the ﬁnal cycle, the ﬂask was ﬁlled
with nitrogen and CuBr (0.0293 g, 0.205 mmol) was quickly
added to the frozen mixture. The ﬂask was sealed, evacuated, and
back-ﬁlled with nitrogen three times before it was immersed in
an oil bath at 60 °C. The polymerization was stopped after 5 h
by cooling the ﬂask to room temperature and exposing the reaction mixture to air. THF was added to the reaction mixture and
the resulting polymer solution was puriﬁed by passing through
a neutral alumina column. Polymer was dried by evaporating solvent and monomer under vacuum. Mn, GPC = 14 800 (calculated
DP ≈ 115 by using PS standards), Mw/Mn = 1.13.

2.1.3. Synthesis of PBA30
A 10 mL Schlenk ﬂask was charged with BA (6.00 g, 46.9 mmol),
EBiB (229 μL, 1.56 mmol), PMDETA (65 μL, 1.56 mmol), and
anisole (1.2 mL). The reaction mixture was degassed by two

Scheme 1. Schematic of the molecular structure of the bottlebrushes investigated.
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A 10 mL Schlenk ﬂask was charged with BA (6.68 g, 49.1 mmol),
EBiB (229 μL, 1.56 mmol), PMDETA (0.722 mL, 4.91 mmol), and
anisole (0.67 mL). The reaction mixture was degassed by two
freeze-pump-thaw cycles. During the ﬁnal cycle, the ﬂask
was ﬁlled with nitrogen and CuBr (0.0702 g, 0.491 mmol) was
quickly added to the frozen mixture. The ﬂask was sealed,
evacuated, and back-ﬁlled with nitrogen three times before it
was immersed in an oil bath at 60 °C. The polymerization was
stopped after 4 h by cooling the ﬂask to room temperature and
exposing the reaction mixture to air. THF was added to the reaction mixture and the resulting polymer solution was puriﬁed
by passing through a neutral alumina column. Monomer and
solvent were evaporated under vacuum to obtain dry polymer.
Mn,GPC = 1400 (calculated DP ≈ 10 by using PS standards),
Mw/Mn = 1.14.

2.1.5. Synthesis of PBiBEM415-g-PBA10
and PBiBEM415-g-PBA30
PBiBEM415 (0.147 g, 0.526 mmol, prepared by following a previous procedure),[23] BA (26.9 g, 210 mmol), 4,4′-di(5-nonyl)2,2′-bipyridine (dNbpy), (0.215 g, 0.526 mmol), CuBr2 (0.0029 g,
0.0132 mmol), and anisole (1.6 mL) were added to a 50 mL Schlenk ﬂask and the reaction mixture was degassed by two freezepump-thaw cycles. At the last cycle CuBr (0.0358 g, 0.250 mmol)
was added under nitrogen. The ﬂask was placed in a preheated
oil bath at 70 °C. Half of the reaction solution was taken out by
syringe after 9 h. The polymerization was stopped after 22 h by
cooling the ﬂask to room temperature and opening the ﬂask to
air. The resulting polymer solutions were puriﬁed by precipitating three times from THF into cold methanol. The resulting
polymers were dried under vacuum at room temperature for
24 h. Sample taken after 9 h should have an average DPsc
of BA = 10 as determined by gravimetry and assuming
quantitative initiation. However, this value should be
DPsc = 25 since at 2.5% monomer conversion initiation efﬁciency should be ≈40% under the selected reaction conditions,[24] Mn, GPC = 197 000, Mw/Mn = 1.12. Final
polymer sample after 22 h should have an average DPsc of BA =
30. However, this value should be DPsc = 37.5 since at 7.5%
monomer conversion initiation efﬁciency should be ≈80%,[24]
Mn, GPC = 302 000, Mw/Mn = 1.25. In the description of the samples analyzed in this paper, we use values of DPsc calculated for
the quantitative initiation.
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freeze-pump-thaw cycles. During the ﬁnal cycle, the ﬂask was
ﬁlled with nitrogen and CuBr (0.0423 g, 0.296 mmol) was quickly
added to the frozen mixture. The ﬂask was sealed, evacuated, and
back-ﬁlled with nitrogen three times before it was immersed in
an oil bath at 70 °C. The polymerization was stopped after 2 h
by cooling the ﬂask to room temperature and exposing the reaction mixture to air. THF was added to the reaction mixture and
the resulting polymer solution was puriﬁed by passing through a
neutral alumina column and solvent and monomer were evaporated under vacuum. Mn, GPC = 4300 (calculated DP ≈ 30 by using
PS standards), Mw/Mn = 1.21.
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Figure 1. DSC thermograms of the homopolymers and bottlebrushes. The vertical line is the glass temperature of PBA30.

2.2. Differential Scanning Calorimetry
The thermal behavior was determined by differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC) on cooling and subsequent heating at a rate of
10 K min−1 with a Mettler 30 DSC under N2 atmosphere. The DSC
traces from the second heating scan of two homopolymers and
the corresponding bottlebrushes are shown in Figure 1.

2.3. X-Ray Scattering
Both wide-angle and small-angle X-ray scattering (WAXS/SAXS)
measurements have been performed from powder or liquid
samples using a pinhole collimator and a two-dimensional
detector (Bruker) with 1024Í1024 pixels. A graphite monochromator was used (λ = 0.154 nm), and the sample-to-detector
distance was 7.3 cm. Measurements of 1 h long were made
within the temperature range from 303 to 423 on heating and
on subsequent cooling in steps of 10 K. The recorded 2-D scattered intensities were investigated over the azimuthal angle
and are presented as a function of the scattering wave vector q
(q = (4π/λ)sin(2θ/2), where 2θ is the scattering angle). In the
SAXS measurements, the sample-to-detector distance was set at
1.78 m. 2-D images were obtained for different temperatures in
the range 303 < T < 453 K in 10 K intervals on heating and subsequent cooling. Longer SAXS measurements (12 to 16 h) were
made for two PBiBEM400-g-PBA50 brushes with and without Br
substitution at 298 K.

2.4. Rheology
An advanced rheometric expansion system equipped with a
force-rebalanced transducer was used in the oscillatory mode
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G ∗ (ω ; T ) = bT G ∗ (aT ω ; Tref )

(1)

where bT and aT are single modulus-scale (vertical) and single frequency-scale (horizontal) shift factors that allow superposition of
all viscoelastic data at each temperature T with the results at the
reference temperature (Tref = 233 K). At the reference temperature
the strain amplitude was typically 0.02% for both bottlebrushes.

2.5. Dielectric Spectroscopy (DS)
Dielectric measurements were made under “isobaric” conditions
as a function of temperature and under “isothermal” conditions
as a function of pressure. The “isobaric” measurements were performed at different temperatures in the range 123.15–423.15 K, at
atmospheric pressure, and for frequencies in the range from 10−2
to 106 Hz. The “isothermal” measurements were made for the
PBA30 homopolymer for temperatures in the range from 255 to
295 K and for pressure up to 300 MPa. The measurements under
hydrostatic pressure were carried out in a Novocontrol pressure
cell. The pressure setup consists of a temperature controlled cell,
hydraulic closing press with air pump, and air pump for hydrostatic test pressure.[25] The sample cell is isolated with a Teﬂon
ring from the surrounding silicone oil that is the pressure transmitting liquid. The “isothermal” frequency sweeps were made
with a temperature stability better than ±0.1 K, and a pressure
stability better than ±2 MPa. In every case, the complex dielectric
permittivity ε∗ = ε′–iε″, where ε′ is the real and ε″ is the imaginary part, was obtained as a function of frequency ω, temperature T, and pressure P, that is, ε∗(T,P,ω).[25,26] The analysis of both
T- and P-dependent experiments was made using the empirical
equation of Havriliak and Negami (HN):

σ (T, P)
ε ∗ (T, P, ω ) = ε∞ (T, P) + 
n + 0
iε f ω
1 + (iωτ HN (T, P)) m



τ max = τ HN

sin
sin

(3)

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Homopolymer Dynamics
The DSC traces of the bottlebrushes revealed a single glass
temperature in the proximity of the PBA Tg. However, based
on this information alone no deﬁnite conclusions can be
made with respect to the backbone mobility in the bottlebrushes. Instead, detailed information on the homopolymer
and bottlebrush dynamics can be obtained by following
the dipolar response to an external electric ﬁeld through
DS. We ﬁrst report on the homopolymer dynamics.
Figure 2 provides with the relaxation times at maximum
dielectric loss, τmax, for the PBiBEM415 homopolymer at
temperatures both below and above the glass temperature.
Figure S1 (Supporting Information) shows shifted curves
(i.e. master curves) of all three quantities (σ∗, ε∗, M∗) in the
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where ε∞(T,P) is the high-frequency permittivity, τHN(T,P) is
the characteristic relaxation time in this equation, Δε(T,P) =
εo(T,P)−ε∞(T,P) is the relaxation strength, m, n (with limits 0 < m,

 −1/m

πm
2+ 2n

π mn
2+ 2n

At lower frequencies, ε′′ rises due to the conductivity (ε′′ = σ/
(ωεf )). The measured ε′′ spectra have been used for the analysis
except at high temperatures where the derivative of ε′ has been
employed (dε′/dlnω ≈ −(2/π)ε′′). This method is useful in ﬁtting
relaxation processes which are hidden under the conductivity,
provided that the system is free of surface polarization effects.

2.5

ε (T, P)
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mn ≤ 1) describe, respectively, the symmetrical and asymmetrical broadening of the distribution of relaxation times, σo is the
dc-conductivity and εf is the permittivity of free space. From τHN,
the relaxation time at maximum loss, τmax, is obtained analytically following

-log(τmax/s)

for recording the viscoelastic properties of the bottlebrushes.
Depending on the temperature range, two transducers were
used with 2000, 2 g cm and 200, 0.2 g cm upper and lower sensitivity, respectively. The sample was prepared on the lower
plate of the 10 mm diameter parallel plate geometry setup and
heated under a nitrogen atmosphere until it could ﬂow. Subsequently, the upper plate was brought into contact, the gap thickness was adjusted to 1 mm, and the sample was slowly cooled
to the desired starting temperature. The storage (G′) and loss
(G′′) shear moduli of the two bottlebrushes PBiBEM415-g-PBA10
and PBiBEM415-g-PBA30 were monitored in different types
of experiments. First, the linear and nonlinear viscoelastic
ranges were identiﬁed, by recording the strain amplitude
dependence of the complex shear modulus |G∗|at selected temperatures. In the subsequent experiments strain amplitudes
within the linear viscoelastic range were used. These experiments involved isothermal frequency scans within the range
10−1 < ω < 102 rad s−1 for different temperatures in the range
from 226 to 363 K. Master-curves of the shear moduli were
obtained according to

Figure 2. Arrhenius relaxation map of the PBiBEM415 relaxation
times; (ﬁlled circles): segmental (α-) relaxation times, (ﬁlled triangles): β-process, (X): ion mobility. The yellow circle is the DSC
Tg (τ = 100s).
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where τ0 (= 1.4 × 10−11 s) is the relaxation time in the limit
of very high temperatures, DT (= 6.70 ± 0.59) is the activation parameter and T0 (= 262 ± 3 K) is the “ideal” glass temperature. The glass temperature for PBiBEM415 is at 321 K
(deﬁned at τ ≈ 100 s) and is in good agreement with the
DSC Tg. The α-process here reﬂects the dynamics of the
polar side ester groups that are inﬂuenced both by the
backbone and side group mobility. In the same ﬁgure, a
local (β-process) is included with an Arrhenius T-dependence (τ = τ∗exp(E/kBT)) with a limiting relaxation time at
high temperatures of τ∗ = 3 × 10−13 s and activation energy
of 21 kJ mol−1, reﬂecting a local relaxation of the side ester
groups in a frozen backbone.
Figure 3 provides the corresponding relaxation times
for PBA30 (the superimposed spectra are shown in
Figure S2, Supporting Information). Apart from the local
process with an Arrhenius T-dependence (τ∗ = 5 × 10−15 s,
activation energy ≈27 kJ mol−1) the main ﬁnding is of
two processes at and above the glass temperature, indicated as α and α′, displaying a different T-dependence.
The processes are characterized by the parameters τ0 =
1.7 × 10−11 s, DT = 4.64 ± 0.22, T0 = 189 ± 1 K, and Tg = 218.8 K
for α. For the slower α′-process, we obtained τ0 = 2 × 10−10 s,
DT = 5.89 ± 0.22, T0 = 179 ± 1 K, and Tg = 218.8 K. The
latter is responsible for the breakdown of time–temperature superposition (tTs) seen in Figure S2 (Supporting
Information). The two processes merge when decreasing
temperature giving rise to a single glass temperature that
is in agreement with the single DSC Tg.
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Figure 3. Arrhenius relaxation map of the PBA30 relaxation times
corresponding to the α (open circles), α′ (ﬁlled squares), β (triangles) and (X) ion mobility processes. In the inset a representative
ﬁt to the dielectric loss curve at 253.15 K is shown, where the
“fast” and “slow” processes correspond to the α and α′ processes,
respectively. The yellow circle is the DSC Tg (τ = 100s).

To explore the origin of the dual segmental process
we have studied the molecular weight dependence by
employing three PBAx homopolymers with x = 10, 30, and
115. The result for the segmental processes is shown in
Figure 4 in a Tg-scaled representation. Both processes are
independent of the molecular weight revealing, which
indicates their local segmental character rather than being
caused by an overall translation of the chain (Rouse like).

α

6
5

-log(τmax/s)

same representation. The Figure displays “master curves”
of the conductivity σ∗ (= σ′+ iσ ′′), the dielectric function ε∗
(= ε′−iε′′) and the electric modulus M∗ (= M′+iM″) of PBiBEM
at the same reference temperature. The superpositions
were made around the M″ maximum related to the ionic
relaxation and the same horizontal shift factors (aT) were
applied in the ε∗ and σ∗ representations. In all representations, the crossing of the real and imaginary parts occurs at
the same frequency signifying the rate of the process due
to the ionic mobility (dashed line). At frequencies below
the frequency of ion mobility, the M’ and M″ data display
slopes of 2 and 1, respectively. At much lower frequencies,
the increase of the ε′ and ε′′ is due to the electrode polarization (EP) process. As expected, the EP process shows up also
in the other representations but with a different weight.
At frequencies higher than the characteristic frequencies
of ion motion, the ε∗ and M∗ spectra are dominated by the
dipolar motions (α-process in the shown T-range) that are
of interest here.
The relaxation times for the α-process of PBiBEM415
(Figure 2) conform to the Vogel–Fulcher–Tammann (VFT)
equation:


DT T0
(4)
τ = τ 0 exp
T − T0

α'

4
3
2
1
1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

T/Tg
Figure 4 . Tg-normalized relaxation times of the α (open symbols) and α′ (ﬁlled symbols) relaxation processes in three PBA
homopolymers with degrees of polymerization: (triangles) x = 10,
(circles): x = 30 and (squares): x = 115.
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The dependence of the glass temperature on the PBA
molecular weight is shown in Figure 5. The ﬁgure includes
additional literature data on the segmental dynamics of
PBA.[27–29] The dependence follows only approximately
the Fox–Flory equation, known to be valid only within a
limited range of molecular weights.
(5)

The fact that we observed two segmental modes could
be, in principle, caused by an impurity such as remaining
copper catalyst. Residual copper/ligand complexes may
result in crosslinking reactions by reacting with the
—Br chain end.[23] However, a dual segmental process
was also observed in the bottlebrushes (see below)
that were precipitated into methanol that removes the
catalyst almost completely. Alternatively, the dual segmental process can result from the proposed nanophase
separation in side-chain polymers bearing long akyl
groups.[30,31] These alkyl nanodomains are characterized
by a polyethylene-like glass temperature that is lower
than the backbone Tg. The two modes shown in Figure 4
agree with the proposed nanophase separation in
poly(alkyl acrylates).The role of pressure as a separator
of molecular processes is well known and relies in the
different pressure sensitivity of different modes.[25,26,32]
In an effort to obtain further insight on the dual segmental processes of PBA, we employ pressure as an additional thermodynamic parameter in order to separate
the two modes further (Figure 6). The relaxation times
of both processes slow-down with pressure and conform
to the modiﬁed VFT equation for pressure dependent
studies:[33]
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Figure 5. Molecular mass dependence of the glass temperature
in PBA including literature data[26–28] in addition to data from the
present investigation. Inset: the same data are plotted versus the
inverse molecular mass and the line is the result of the ﬁt to the
Fox–Flory equation for the lower molecular mass samples.
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Figure 6. Pressure dependence of the relaxation times corresponding to the fast (α) (top) and slower (α′) (bottom) processes
of PBA30 at different temperatures as indicated.



τ = τ ∗0 exp

DP p
p0 − p


(6)

We obtained DP = 8 and 10.7 for the ‘‘fast’’ and ‘‘slow’’ processes, respectively. From each ‘‘isotherm’’ a characteristic
pressure (Pg) could be extracted when the relaxation time
is at 100 s and the resulting T(P) dependence is plotted
in Figure 7 for the α and α′ processes. Both dependencies
agree with[34]
κ 1/κ
(7)
Tg (P) = Tg (0) 1 + P
λ
with corresponding parameters Tg(0), κ, λ and dTg/dP|P→0
of 223.7 K, 1.60, 1402 MPa and 0.16 K/MPa for the faster
α process and 224.9 K, 3.20, 1216 MPa and 0.18 K/MPa for
the slower α′ process. Thus, the two modes possess only
slightly different pressure sensitivity. This observation provides further evidence that they reﬂect intrinsic polymer
segmental dynamics.
3.2. Structure of Bottlebrushes
The global and local organization in the bottlebrushes can
be studied by X-ray scattering at small and wide angles,
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Figure 7. Pressure dependence of the glass temperatures corresponding to the “fast” (α) (open circles) and “slow” (α′) (ﬁlled
circles) processes of PBA31.

respectively. Figure 8 provides the WAXS curves of the
homopolymers and respective bottlebrushes at 298 K. The
2D scattering patterns are also shown. The PBA scattering
curve contains two maxima. The corresponding distances
were calculated from d = 2πz/q, where z = 1.23 accounts for
nearest neighbor correlations only.[35,18] The corresponding

distances at 0.57 and 1.49 nm reﬂect van der Waals nearest
neighbor correlations and longer-range intermolecular
correlations, respectively. In PBiBEM, a single maximum
is obtained corresponding to an intermediate distance
of 0.67 nm. In the molecular brushes, all short-range
correlations (WAXS) are dominated by the PBA brushes.
On the contrary, all long-range correlations (SAXS) are
dominated by the contrast between the PBiBEM backbone
and the PBA brushes as shown by the SAXS curves plotted
as a function of the PBA degree of polymerization. The
ﬁgure indicates an increasing separation and screening
of the PBiBEM backbones with increasing PBA degree of
polymerization.
More informative representation of the scaling of the
backbone–backbone correlation distances is by making a
double logarithmic plot of the distances as a function of
the molar mass of the macromonomer M. This representation is shown in Figure 9. The Figure contains the results
from a PBiBEM415-g-PBA50 without the end–Br group synthesized for the present investigation. A line with a slope
of ≈0.3 could suggest an extension of the cylinder length
formed by the bottlebrush with increasing the molar mass
of the side chain. The length of extension of the brush
molecules per monomer unit of the backbone, lm, can be
estimated from the cylinder length per monomer as lm =
4M/πρNAd2, where ρ is the density of PBA (1.09 g cm−3),
NA is Avogadro’s number and d is the intermolecular distance obtained from SAXS. The result for lm is shown also
in Figure 9 as a function of the molar mass of the macromonomer. It shows an increasing cylinder length per

Figure 8. (a) SAXS curves of the PBiBEM415-g-PBAx brushes at 298 K. (b) WAXS curves of the homopolymers and respective brushes at 298 K.
The corresponding 2D images are also shown. Notice that all short distance correlations in the bottlebrushes are dominated by the PBA
side chains.
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Figure 9. (Left): SAXS inter-molecular distance plotted as a function of the molar mass of the macromonomer, M in a double
logarithmic plot. The open symbols are from systems measured earlier by T. Pakula and the ﬁlled symbols are from the
present investigation. (Right): Length of the brush molecules per
monomer unit of the backbone, lm, plotted as a function of the
molar mass of the macromonomer. The dashed line indicates the
maximum length corresponding to the all-trans conformation of
an aliphatic chain.

backbone monomer with increasing length of the side
chain. Notice that values of 0.14 and 0.19 are obtained
here for the PBiBEM415-g-PBA30 and PBiBEM415-g-PBA50
bottlebrushes that are below the limiting value of
0.25 nm corresponding to the all-trans conformation of an
aliphatic chain. Therefore, the investigated bottlebrushes,
bearing relatively short chains, retain some conformational freedom at the backbone level and this is expected
to have consequences on the dynamics.
3.3. Dynamics of Molecular Brushes
The dynamics of the bottlebrushes was studied both by
rheology and DS. Rheology, can in principle, provide the
full-spectrum of relaxations; starting from the relaxation of the segments, to the relaxation of the arms and
to the global relaxation. In rheology, master-curves of
G′ and G″ at a reference temperature have been obtained
using the time–temperature superposition. This procedure provided the temperature dependence of the shift
factors aT. Figure 10 gives the superimposed storage
and loss moduli of PBiBEM415-g-PBA30 bottlebrush at
a reference temperature of 233 K. The relaxation times
corresponding to the segmental process were obtained
from τ(Tref ) = 2π/ωseg, where ωseg is the frequency corresponding to the crossing of G′ and G″ at the reference
temperature. It is not surprising that a single dynamic
process is seen in rheology in view of the proximity
of the two modes (α and α′ in DS) and the smaller frequency range available. At low reduced frequencies
(high temperatures), the moduli display terminal zone
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Figure 10. Reduced frequency plots for the storage (open symbols) and loss (ﬁlled symbols) moduli of the PBiBEM415-g-PBA30
bottlebrush at a reference temperature of 233 K. The characteristic frequencies corresponding to the segmental and global
polymer processes at the reference temperature are indicated by
arrows as well as the temperature dependence of the shift factors aT (inset).

behavior with the expected frequency dependence:
G′ ≈ ω2 and G″ ≈ ω. In the intermediate frequency range
(at αTω ≈10−3), there is an indication for the PBA arm
relaxation. Segmental and global polymer relaxation
times at other temperatures than the reference were
obtained from logτ(τ) = logτ(Tref )+logαT. The characteristic
times of the PBA segmental dynamics in the PBiBEM415g-PBA30 bottlebrush as obtained from rheology and DS
are compared in Figure S3 (Supporting Information). The
single segmental process from rheology bisects the dual
segmental process obtained from DS.
In DS, the spectra revealed the presence of several dielectrically active processes (Figure S4, Supporting Information). At lower temperatures, the dual segmental process
of PBA is evident, however, with longer relaxation times
as compared to a PBA homopolymer of the same degree
of polymerization. At low frequencies, the calculated dielectric loss data (from the derivative of ε′ with respect to
frequency) display a narrow process associated with the
mobility of residual ions. At intermediate frequencies,
the weak process reﬂects the modiﬁed PBiBEM dynamics
in the molecular brush. The low dielectric strength of
this process complies with the lower strength of PBiBEM
segmental dynamics as compared to the PBA segmental
dynamics (TΔε(PBA)/TΔε(PBiBEM)≈3). Figure 11 gives the
relaxation times in the PBiBEM415-g-PBA10 bottlebrush,
obtained from DS, that correspond to the modiﬁed backbone (PBiBEM) and side-chain (PBA) local segmental
dynamics. For comparison, the homopolymer dynamics
is also shown by dashed (PBiBEM) and dash-dotted (PBA)
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Figure 11. Arrhenius relaxation times of the different processes
in the PBiBEM415-g-PBA10 bottlebrush corresponding to the α
(circles) and α′ (squares) processes of PBA, and to the backbone
(PBiBEM) segmental process (up triangles) in the copolymer. The
PBA10 and PBiBEM415 homopolymer relaxation times are shown
with a dash-dotted and dashed lines, respectively.

lines. The ﬁgure depicts modiﬁed segmental dynamics in
the copolymer brushes as compared to the homopolymers.
The side chain dynamics is slowed-down as compared
to a homopolymer chain with the same degree of polymerization, possibly reﬂecting the restrictions imposed
by the backbone and the strong intermolecular interactions of the perturbed side chains. On the other hand, the
backbone dynamics (PBiBEM) is plasticized by the side
chains (PBA). This effect is reminiscent to the internal
plasticization found, for example, in poly(n-alkyl methacrylates).[31,36,37] The copolymers are still dynamically
heterogeneous as they possess different time scales for
the side chain and backbone dynamics that are 2–3 decades apart. Yet, these can be considered as dynamically
homogeneous when compared to the corresponding
homopolymers.
This situation on the induced dynamic homogeneity in
the bottlebrushes is depicted schematically in Figure 12
where the glass temperatures (deﬁned at τ = 100 s) are compared to the respective homopolymer glass temperatures.
According to Figure 12, the bottlebrush PBiBEM415-g-PBA10
is dynamically more homogeneous (component Tg difference of ≈22 K) than as compared to PBiBEM415-g-PBA30
(component Tg difference of ≈30 K) and this is despite
the lower Tg of PBA10. The reason for this is the higher
restriction on the local segmental modes of PBA by the
less mobile backbone. Nevertheless, the main conclusion
is that homopolymer dynamics with a glass temperature
disparity of ≈110 K and segmental relaxation times that
differ by more than eight orders of magnitude become
dynamically more homogeneous when combined in a
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Figure 12. Glass temperatures in the two homopolymers (solid
vertical lines) and the respective bottlebrushes (dashed lines). In
blue (red) are the glass temperatures of the PBA (PBiBEM).

bottlebrush polymer. This may suggest that other dense
heterogeneous systems (synthetic or biological) could
become dynamically more homogenous by the molecular
design.

4. Conclusion
Local and global correlations in the molecular brushes
were found to be dominated by correlations between the
PBA side chains and PBiBEM backbones, respectively. The
densely grafted side chains can stiffen the polymer backbone but it retains some conformational freedom. Dielectric spectroscopy allowed investigating the site-speciﬁc
dynamics in the same bottlebrush polymers. It was shown
that the side chain and backbone dynamics are altered
compared to the respective homopolymers and the molecule becomes dynamically more homogeneous. The
induced dynamic homogeneity by architectural design
may have consequences on the physical properties of other
molecular dense systems such as branched stars and networks. In addition, it would be of interest to explore the
role of dynamic homogeneity in their corresponding biological analogs.
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